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The cost of exploiting the remaining instruction-level par-
allelism (ILP) in the applications has motivated the use of
thread-level parallelism (TLP) as an effective strategy to im-
prove processor performance. One of the most common TLP
paradigms are chip multiprocessors (CMP). In most CMPs
the last level cache (LLC) is shared between threads. The
LLC, the L2 cache in our baseline processor setup, has been
identified as one of the major sources of contention between
threads. As a result, researches have proposed Cache Parti-
tioning Algorithms (CPAs) in order to control the interaction
between threads in shared caches [4]. Most CPAs partition
a cache at way level and have been shown to be a flexible
infrastructure to control threads’ behavior in shared caches,
becoming a key element of the current QoS frameworks for
CMPs [1, 2, 3].

Implementing a true LRU scheme in highly associative
caches, like the L2 caches, introduces a high hardware cost.
As a consequence, current high performance processors use
other more simple pseudo-LRU replacement algorithms in
the L2 cache. However, one of the common characteristic
of the already proposed CPAs is that they are based on the
stack property [4] of the true LRU replacement. In our view,
a key aspect of any CPA to be considered by the industry
is that it has to work with the replacement policies already
implemented in the real processors.

In this work, we show the required changes in the hard-
ware components of a CPA to adapt them to pseudo-LRU al-
gorithms. In particular, we propose a new profiling technique
for the NRU replacement, already implemented in the Ul-
traSPARC T2 [5] processor. Our results show that the Min-
Misses [4] CPA running on top of our proposal applied to
the NRU scheme achieves similar performance as the same
CPA applied to the true LRU replacement.

In order to implement a CPA on a cache with the NRU re-
placement policy, we need to modify the profiling logic. The
profiling is mainly composed by an Auxiliary Tag Directory
(ATD) and a Stack Distance Histogram (SDH). The ATD
is a separate tag directory. Each thread has its own ATD,
accessed in parallel to the main L2 cache tag directory. By
observing threads behavior in the ATDs, we are able to pre-
dict the miss rate for any number of ways assigned to each
thread. The partitioning logic uses the collected data from
the ATDs to assign new partitions to the running threads.
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In this work we use MinMisses [4] as CPA, which assigns
to each thread the number of ways that minimizes the total
number of misses.

To profile a thread, the ATD tracks the positions in the
LRU stack on every cache access. For example, if a given
thread hits in the stack position 4, this hit would be a miss
if less than 4 ways are assigned to the thread. The profile
information are gathered during execution in a SDH, one
per each core. Each SDH consist of A registers, where A
is the cache associativity. When looking for a new partition-
ing, CPA reads SDH registers of each core (thread) to deter-
mine what is the predicted miss rate for any combination of
assigned ways to cores.

Instead of stacks, NRU employs a used-bit scheme, aug-
menting every cache line with a user bit. Whenever a line
is accessed, either by a hit or a miss, its user-bit is set to 1.
If this causes all the lines in a set to have their user bits set
to 1, the remaining user bits are reset to 0. Therefore, when
accessing a line, we cannot read its stack position, since this
information is not stored in the cache.

We propose a solution to characterize threads’ profile
in the NRU scheme, using estimated SDH (eSDH). When
accessing a line, we compute the total number of user bits
set to 1 (U) in a given set. If the line has its user bit set to 1,
it has been recently accessed meaning that its stack distance
is within 1 and U . We assume it to be U in this case. If the
line has its user bit reset to 0, its stack distance is within
U + 1 and A. Here, we assume it to be A.

We run 49 two-, four- and eight-core SPEC CPU 2000
workloads in a CMP architecture with a 16-way shared
2MB L2 cache, using 128 byte lines. Our results show that
NRU with eSDH suffers 0.4%, 3.5% and 5.2% performance
degradation with respect to the LRU with SDH, for 2, 4
and 8 cores, respectively. Concurrently, NRU allows saving
77.8%, 77.3% and 76.9% bits used by the LRU, respectively.
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